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REAL BROWS MICROBLADING 
 

Faq’s 

How long does it last? 

Depending on the client’s lifestyle, skin type, and how well they follow the after-care instructions, the results can last anywhere from 6 
months up to 2 years.  (Note: Smoking will cause pigment to fade prematurely and anesthetics will not last as long) 

Do I have to get 2 sessions? 

Yes, a 4-6 week Touch-Up session is required to ensure the skin has retained the pigment and/or to insert additional strokes for a 
fuller look. We recommend that clients schedule a Touch-Up session once a year to maintain the shape and ensure pigment 
retention. 
 
Does it hurt? 

Everyone’s pain tolerance is different.  Some people experience mild discomfort, and others that describe it as an annoyance, 
rather than severe pain.  Numbing cream is applied before and during the procedure to keep you comfortable. 
 
Will I look crazy right after?  

Not at all! After your Microblading procedure, your brows go through several stages of healing. It is crucial that you follow all of 
the after-care instructions on the sheet I will provide to you.  Right after your treatment your brows will appear bolder and darker 
than your final healed result. The intensity of the pigment will settle within a few days and after a week or so you will see what your 
brows will end up looking like. Be patient - great things come to those who wait! The total healing time afterwards takes about 10-
14 days. 
 
How long is the procedure? 

2-3 hours. Please allow enough time so you are not in a rush on the day of your appointment.  
 
What CAN’T I do after the procedure? 

You can NOT 
 Get them wet 
 Workout heavily / sweat 
 Put on makeup or lotions near the treated area 
 Exfoliate the treated area 
 Sun Tan / Indoor Tanning Bed 

 Wear makeup on the treated area 
 Go in a Sauna / Hot tub 
 Swim 
 Wax, Tweeze or Shave treated area 
 Sleep on your face

 
What is the upkeep like?  

Healed results will vary with each individual client depending on skin type and other factors. If you are unsure, I suggest to some 
clients that they make an appointment to stop by, so I can take a look.  Your results also depend on how well you cared for your 
new brows during the initial two weeks of healing. Detailed post-care instructions and how to best care for your new brows will be 
provided to you after your visit. 
 

Cancellations / lateness / No Shows 

Deposits 

All deposits for Microblading are non-refundable, but we will hold your deposit if you reschedule your appointment.  Rescheduling 
for another date is dependent on the next open availability. 
 
Cancellations 
If any client cancels within 24hrs of the appointment, an inconvenience fee will apply. We understand things happen, but due to 
the high demand in booking, we would need to know further in advance to fill the appointment slot. 
 
Lateness 

If you are 20 minutes late or more, or are a no-show, your appointment is subject to being rescheduled or cancelled. (Deposits 
are non-refundable.  In cases of lateness or no-show, your deposit will NOT be held towards a rescheduled appointment.  You will 
need to re-book and pay an entirely new deposit). 
  

https://tarynbrows.com/services/microblading/about-microblading/

